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The search for safer next-generation lithium ion batteries has motivated development of solid-state electrolytes
(SSEs), owing to their wide electrochemical potential window, high ionic conductivity (10− 3 to 10− 4 S cm− 1) and
good chemical stability with a wide range of high charge capacity electrode materials. Still, optimization of the
processing conditions of SSEs without sacrificing the performance of the complete cell assembly remains chal
lenging. Insights extracted from scientific literature can accelerate the optimization of processing protocols of
SSEs, yet digesting the information scattered over thousands of journal articles is tedious and time consuming. In
this work, we demonstrate the role of text mining to automatically compile materials synthesis parameters across
tens of thousands of scholarly publications using machine learning and natural language processing techniques
that glean information into the processing of sulfide and oxide-based Li SSEs. We also gain insight on low
temperature synthesis of highly potential oxide-based Li garnet electrolytes, notably Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZO), which
can reduce the interface complexities during integration of the SSE into cell assembly. This work demonstrates
the use of text and data mining to expedite the development of all-solid-state Li metal batteries by guiding
hypotheses during experimental design.

1. Introduction
Due to the increasing demand in consumer electronics and auto
motive industries, improvement in the performance and safety of Li-ion
batteries (LIBs) has garnered tremendous interest in recent years. A
number of solid-state Li-ion conductors have been studied in this regard
as a replacement for liquid electrolytes in LIBs. Replacing the organic
liquid electrolyte with a non-flammable solid-state electrolyte (SSE) that
possesses comparable Li-ion conductivity and potentially wider elec
trochemical stability window could lead to safer Li-ion batteries with
increased compatibility across a wide selection of high energy density
cathodes and pure lithium anodes. Among the solid Li-ion conductors,
Li2S-P2S5 glass-ceramics, metastable Li7P3S11, β-Li3PS4, Li10GeP2S12
(LGPS) and Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZO) ceramics show promise as SSEs for Li
metal batteries [1,2]. Notably, all of these SSEs have room-temperature
ionic conductivities ≥10− 4 S cm− 1 and show good electrochemical
compatibility with a wide range of electrode materials having high en
ergy density [3,4], rendering them appealing for various electronic and
automotive applications.
Though promising, a major hurdle for SSEs lies in their ceramic

processing and integration into Li all-solid-state batteries (ASSBs) [5]. In
principle, a Li ASSB consists of three components: a Li metal anode, and
two solid-state ceramics for the cathode and electrolyte (Fig. 1a). Sta
bilizing the structure and phases of these three components in a full
ASSB, while also allowing for a strong mechanical bond and fast inter
face Li+ transfer between cathode and anode, can be challenging. Fig. 1a
shows some of the processing problems that can occur at i) the cathode/
SSE interface and ii) the anode/SSE interface [6–8]. For instance, elec
trochemical and temperature-dependent chemical interdiffusion can
occur at the cathode/SSE interface during assembly processing, ulti
mately leading to an solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI) layer that in
crease the area specific resistance (ASR) across this interface.
Additionally, the mechanical bonding can be affected at this interface by
the overall processing strategy and temperature, which could lead to
electronically-conducting phases impacting the cycling ability of asassembled cells. At the anode/SSE interface, the processing in
compatibilities can result in the formation of another SEI increasing
resistance and impeding charge transfer. In some cases, this interface
can be electronically conductive, increasing the thickness of the SEI with
increased cell cycling thereby further increasing the ASR across the
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Fig. 1. a) Schematic of a solid-state battery and some of the key problems associated with their interfaces. b) Stability window against Li metal for different
electrolytes.

interface [see SI (section S2) for further discussion on the complexities].
Lower temperature processing conditions for SSEs, comparable to the
traditional Li-ion anode and cathode counterparts, could reduce inter
diffusion and improve compatibility between all components in the
battery [9]. But SSEs for application in batteries also demand high ionic
conductivity, which requires high relative density attained essentially at
high processing temperatures [10]. Therefore, for the large-scale inte
gration into ASSBs the challenge is to establish strategies to synthesize
SSEs at the lowest processing temperature possible while keeping Li+
conduction up [5].
Oxide-based SSEs such as fast-conducting Li-garnets pellets and tapes
are generally reported in literature to require high sintering tempera
tures (e.g. >1050 ◦ C) [5,11–13]. Sulfide-based Li SSEs are processed at
comparatively lower temperatures, usually below 750 ◦ C using solidstate synthesis or solution methodology. Despite the higher sintering
temperature, the oxide-based Li garnets are desired over sulfides for
ASSBs for several reasons. First, Li garnets hold a wider electrochemical
window when paired with high energy density Li metal anodes when
compared to sulfide-based electrolytes. Fig. 1b shows the calculated
electrochemical stability windows between Li metal anode and Li2S,

Li3PS4, LGPS and LLZO [14]. There is evidence from both theory and
experiment that Li garnets have better compatibility with a Li metal
anode. Also, Li garnets are known to hold a wider electrochemical
compatibility with high density cathodes such as LiCoO2 at decreased
processing temperatures (<800 ◦ C) [14]. Still, one of the main obstacles
in using Li garnets as electrolytes is optimizing the low temperature
processing protocols to minimize interface incompatibilities, and to
bring down costs for meeting the more realistic cost targets of 100 US$
kWh− 1 for future ASSBs [5,9,15,16].
Most literature reports on optimizing processing protocols of SSEs
are based on intuition, and trial-and-error studies, with manual dissec
tion of the scientific literature on processing. These approaches are
limited because of the slow optimization of ceramic synthesis towards
single components and material tandems of electrolyte-cathode, as well
as for the difficulty in manually compiling data from literature. We
hypothesize that extracting and organizing previously published syn
thesis protocols would allow for more informed experimentation
directed at low temperature processing for SSEs (especially Li garnets)
and guide towards best protocols for co-assembly of cathodeelectrolytes. In fact, the scientific literature contains thousands of
2
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protocols using the approach described in the methods section. Delin
eation of the processing windows reported in SSE synthesis protocols
identified the temperatures needed to solidify the SSEs, which is also
important for co-sintering cathode/SSE interfaces. This approach took
around 30 min including downloading the articles and converting their
text into a structured database, more rapid than an equivalent manual
search. The compiled database can provide an immediate summary of
the current state of the synthesis space of SSEs without investing much
time. In a fast expanding research field like battery technology (~50% of
the 891 SSE articles discussed here were published in the last three
years), where it is often hard even for the domain experts to keep pace
with all the recent developments in the field, the NLP approach can
provide an efficient way to stay abreast of current discoveries and
develop insight.
Fig. 2 depicts the swarms of observations of the relative processing
temperatures (which include all drying, annealing, calcination and
sintering steps) for the five SSE materials. The violin plots in Fig. 2
support the following regarding the processing and properties of the five
electrolyte compounds, which were also confirmed through manual
verification [21–25]: i) higher densification temperatures are needed to
synthesize Li garnet ceramics compared to the sulfides, based on their
chemical complexity, the relative stability of the precursors used for
synthesis, and the conditions needed to fabricate the cubic phase with
higher ionic conductivity when compared to the tetragonal polymorph;
ii) the decomposition temperature of precursors for sulfides is generally
lower than typical precursors used to synthesize Li garnets due to the
weaker bonding motifs in the chemical precursors; iii) within the sulfide
system, Li2S-P2S5, Li7P3S11, and β-Li3PS4 have a lower level of chemical
complexity (e.g. number of cations in the unit cell), when compared
with LGPS. Therefore, LGPS generally requires a higher temperature
(~700 ◦ C) for phase formation compared with the other included sul
fides. For example, Alexander et al. [26] heated the precursor powders
at 1023 K to obtain LGPS in the desired phase. In light of the processing
temperatures, we note that the sulfides are generally produced as
powders that can be cold pressed into SSE films for ASSBs. On the other
hand, Li garnets generally necessitate an extra sintering step to form
solidified SSE to be used in ASSBs: The violin plot of Li garnets shows
two local maxima in the processing temperatures: i) the node centered at
175 ◦ C is related to drying of the precursors and ii) second node between
700 and 1230 ◦ C is related to calcination, annealing and/or sintering of
Li garnet SSEs. Some of these data points also represent recent efforts
towards lowering the processing temperature of LLZO (specific decon
volution of these points is further discussed later in the manuscript).
Recent efforts towards lowering the sintering temperature of LGPS
below 500 ◦ C are also depicted in Fig. 2, based on the significant number
of observations found around 500 ◦ C in the violin plot representing
LGPS. The desire to decrease processing temperatures for both LLZO and
LGPS, along with reducing interdiffusion and ASR at the cathode/SSE
interface during cell assembly is motivated by several more factors
[1,25]: i) Li and/or sulfur loss during high temperature synthesis can
cause the ionic conductivity of these SSEs to vary by an order of
magnitude depending on the crystallinity, and Li and/or sulfur stoichi
ometry and ii) the lower the co-sinter temperature is with a cathode the
more virtue for integrating cathode-Li electrolyte material tandems
exists.
Among the SSEs discussed above, Li garnets (e.g. LLZO, Li6.25Al0.25
La3Zr2O12, etc.) desirable for their wider electrochemical compatibility
with high density electrode materials, were further probed using mined
processing data to analyze how researchers have decreased the pro
cessing temperature of these SSEs. First, we considered all reports of
LLZO garnets, found using the search query “Li7La3Zr2O12”, which in
cludes the synthesis and processing parameters of high-conduction cubic
LLZO as well as of low-conduction tetragonal LLZO. We interrogate the
processing conditions to explore the temperature regimes of specific
processing steps for producing the LLZO garnets.
Classically, the most common processing steps for synthesizing Li

Fig. 2. Comparison of processing temperatures of different solid-state
electrolytes.

articles on SSEs, however, it is not indexed or organized into any sort of
functional database yet.
To mine the literature necessary for compiling databases of experi
mental and processing parameters (e.g. operation steps, temperatures,
etc.), we employ natural language processing (NLP) and machine
learning (ML) techniques. In this work, we automatically extract and
structure targeted ceramic processing information from scientific pub
lications with the aim of improving the understanding of low tempera
ture synthesis of SSE for next generation battery applications. A subset of
the authors have previously used this approach to publish an experi
mental database of metal oxides, find correlations in the synthesis of
different titania morphologies [17,18], and study the connection be
tween processing conditions and structural features of zeolites [19]. The
focus of this work is to develop a similar database for battery SSEs.
2. Methods
Corpus of relevant journal articles downloaded using chosen search
query is fed through an automated text mining pipeline to generate a
synthesis database for the SSE material system of interest. Details of the
pipeline have been discussed in our previous publications [19,20] with
key improvements documented in section S3 of the SI. In brief, using the
pipeline the plain text is extracted from downloaded journal articles and
experimental synthesis sections are automatically identified using rule
based and machine learning approaches. Next, the words in each recipe
paragraph are tokenized and classified using a trained neural network to
predict important synthesis keywords (e.g. material name, operation
name, amount, condition, etc.) for each word in the sentence. These
classified tokens are then assembled into a database object, which is
further datamined to extract synthesis trends.
3. Results and discussion
The most recent Li+-conducting SSE literature focuses on five
different materials, namely Li2S-P2S5, Li7P3S11, β-Li3PS4, LGPS and
garnet LLZO oxides. This study focuses on these SSEs since their ionic
conductivities match or exceed 10− 4 Scm− 1 at room temperature. We
first automatically extracted the processing temperature of sintered and
solidified SSEs that could be directly implemented into an ASSB. Using
these SSE material compositions as search words, we obtained 891
journal articles which were converted into a database of synthesis
3
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Fig. 3. a) Important synthesis steps and their temperature range for LLZO processing. Schematics didactically show the changes in the microstructure or chemical
processes associated with the synthesis steps. b) Evolution of sintering temperatures for LLZO processing in recent years.

garnet ceramics through powder synthesis and densification are: 1)
drying, 2) calcination/annealing, and 3) sintering. The text mined dry
ing temperatures for LLZO processing, as revealed in Fig. 3a, have two
local maxima. The node between 100 and 200 ◦ C refers to the drying of
the precursor mixtures (e.g. oxide-, nitrate-, hydroxide- and carbonatebased precursors) during the process of forming LLZO particles or to
the drying of the LLZO powders/gels after final formation, while
sometimes oxide-based precursors are pre-dried at around 800–900 ◦ C
[27], even before they are mixed to form LLZO, mostly to remove any
moisture or surface carbonate layers. Calcination refers to the process
when precursors are heated below their melting point to decompose the
precursor via a chemical reaction. Calcination generally takes place
before annealing and sintering steps, and thus takes place at a relatively
lower temperature. As seen in Fig. 3a, calcination of the precursors for
LLZO takes place at ~800 ◦ C but with variations between 550 and
1000 ◦ C depending on the precursors used in the processing. For
instance, lower calcination temperatures can be achieved when using
precursors with lower decomposition temperatures (e.g. nitrates)
generally used for Pechini-based sol–gel processing, while higher
calcination temperatures are needed for precursors with higher
decomposition temperatures (e.g. hydroxides, carbonates, etc.). Sinter
ing refers to the process where a ceramic coalesces into a solid by
heating the pressed ceramic to higher temperatures to induce grain
growth via grain boundary and volume diffusion. Here, text mining
reveals a number of reports where different research groups sintered
LLZO garnets below 1000 ◦ C, but as seen in Fig. 3a in most cases (~80%
of all instances reporting sintering of LLZO) sintering of LLZO is per
formed above 1000 ◦ C, at around 1200 ◦ C. In short, the text mined data
provides a functional dissemination of temperature vs. process analysis
for the processing of LLZO garnets. We have also confirmed that these
observations are valid by manually checking a subset of literature arti
cles reporting synthesis of LLZO [28,29]. For example, Jan van den
Broek et al. [30] applied a solgel route to synthesis LLZO in the cubic
phase, where nitrate precursors were calcined at 650 ◦ C in an alumina
crucible followed by sintering at 1070 ◦ C.
Collectively, a number of conclusions can be drawn from the text
mined violin plots discussed above and shown in Fig. 3a. Text mining
helps to pinpoint temperature regimes where solid-state electrolytes can
be synthesized. The text mined plot also compiles where consensus has
been reached within the literature for certain process parameters and
allows us to identify where in the process further efforts are required.

For example, from the frequency of sintering datapoints at different
temperature regimes in these plots, we see that sintering operations are
generally performed at a significantly higher temperature (approx. ≈
1200 ◦ C) for LLZO garnets, although some attempts (<20% of all in
stances reporting sintering of LLZO) of at low temperature sintering
below 1000 ◦ C are also visible. The efforts to lower the sinter temper
ature of Li garnets have increased in recent times. This trend is suggested
by Fig. 3b, where we plot the sintering temperatures text mined from
articles published in recent years reporting the synthesis of LLZO gar
nets. Fig. 3b shows that attempts have been made in literature in the last
five years to push the sintering of LLZO garnets to temperatures below
1000 ◦ C. A bimodal distribution in the sintering temperature is observed
in 2015 that appears to be dopant-dependent (T = ~1150 ◦ C was used
for sintering Mo-doped LLZO while T = ~1230 ◦ C was used for sintering
Al and Fe-doped LLZOs). The mean sintering temperature of LLZO
decreased from 1142 ◦ C in 2015 to 1045 ◦ C in 2019, however this is not
statistically significant, and there have been reports of low temperature
sintering below 1000 oC in 2017 and 2018. Two reports from 2016 and
2019 claim that sintering of LLZO was achieved at temperatures
<750 ◦ C, which we confirmed either as referring to annealing processes
of LLZO rather than true sintering or the final product morphology was
fiber or particle, instead of a dense sintered pellet.
Inspection of the articles reporting low temperature processing of
LLZO, confirmed that the primary goal of these works is to lower the
formation temperature of LLZO without sacrificing its performance as an
electrolyte. Accordingly, the mean of ionic conductivity values (4.0 ×
10− 4 S cm− 1 in room temperature, variance = 9.76 × 10− 8 S cm− 1) text
mined from articles reporting low temperature (below 1000 ◦ C) pro
cessing of LLZO, is similar to the mean conductivity value (5.6 × 10− 4 S
cm− 1 at room temperature, variance = 4.35 × 10− 7 S cm− 1) extracted
from articles reporting high processing temperatures above 1000 ◦ C. We
also note that, LLZO garnets with high Li-ion conductivity are always
cubic and are usually >95% of the theoretical density, both of which are
hard to attain at low processing temperatures. So, the question arises:
how the temperature reductions were achieved without sacrificing perfor
mance? We examined the processing details within our mined database
to summarize modifications that lead to low-temperature processing of
solid-state LLZO electrolytes. In the evolution of LLZO there have been
two major strategies to define fast Li+-conducting and dense SSE for
ASSBs, namely defining suitable solid solution “dopants” with cations
such as Al3+ or Ga3+ at Li sites and/or Ta5+ or Nb5+ at Zr sites,
4
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Fig. 4. a) Impact of the variation in molecular weight of Li garnets to pure LLZO on the maximum processing temperature. b) Probable doping sites in cubic LLZO
unit cell. Effect of c) doping or replacing A, B or C site of LLZO, d) target phase, and e) morphology of the final product on the processing temperature. [Note: the
band widths for molecular weight variation to pure LLZO were chosen to make sure each band contains sufficient data points]

stabilizing the cubic phase, as well as creating newly available Livacancies, or employing a liquid-phase sintering agent such as Li3BO3,
Bi2O3, SiO2, etc. that activates the grain boundaries. Defining the bestsuited dopants for any solid-state material system to alter a property
(here Li+-conductivity) involves careful examination of structure, solid
solution formation, and thermodynamics. Text mining may support the
engineering of complex oxides if one may employ data mining to screen
phase stabilized and proven solute solution sets of dopants and to

investigate the impact of adding different dopants on low temperature
processing of Li garnets, which we explore below.
Doping usually changes the molecular weight and/or ionic compo
sition of the base LLZO garnet. Therefore, a relationship between vari
ation in molecular weight/ionic composition similarity of a Li garnet
with the pure LLZO garnet and its impact on the processing temperature
is expected to be derived from the text mined data. Deriving such a
relation demands datapoints that report processing protocols, where
5
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either LLZO has been doped by other elements at various doping-sites, or
one or more of the constituent elements of LLZO (with the exception of
Li) has been completely replaced. We generated a comprehensive syn
thesis database of various Li garnets using the generic search query
“garnets” and refined the database in an automated manner using the
contextual, compositional and molecular weight similarity filters (Sec
tion S4 of the SI). The refined database having processing information
for Li garnets (other than pure LLZO), obtained from ~50 articles, is
used to draw insights on the impact of dopants on low temperature
processing of Li garnets.
Fig. 4a reveals the text-mined relation between % variation in mo
lecular weight (MW) of Li garnets to pure LLZO and their impact on the
maximum processing temperatures (or formation temperatures). Fig. 4a
shows that Li garnets having 0–5% and 6–10% variation in MW to pure
LLZO (usually A/B-site doped LLZOs) are sintered at a temperature
range of 900–1200 ◦ C. Following a similar trend, we see that adding B/
C-site dopants to LLZO or replacing one or more elements of LLZO with
other elements such that the Li garnet has 11–20% or 21–30% variation
in MW to pure LLZO, lowers the sintered temperature further below
1000 ◦ C. Mostly, LixA1-xLa3Zr2O12 or LixA1-xNd3Zr2O12 (where A = Gd,
Al, etc.), Li7LaxB1-xZr2O12 (where B = Sr, etc.), Li7La3ZrxC1-xO12 (where
C = Ta. Nb, etc.), Li5La2Nb2O12, and Li7La3Sn2O12 with various dopant
concentrations have 0–5% and 5–10% molecular weight variations to
LLZO. Whereas, C-site doped or replaced Li garnets, such as Li5La2
Bi2O12, Li3Y3Te2O12, Li5La2Ta2O12, Li6La2BaTa2O12, Li7Nd3W2O12, etc.
have 11–30% MW relation with LLZO and are reported to be sintered in
the temperature range of 600–1000 ◦ C. Fig. 4b highlights the sites where
specific dopants are introduced into the cubic LLZO unit cell. The impact
of doping or replacing A, B or C site of LLZO on MW and processing
temperature is depicted in Fig. 4c.
Along with the dopant type, the phase attained and the morphology
(pellet, particle, etc.) of the final product could also cause the processing
temperature of Li garnets to vary over few hundred degrees. We have
confirmed in Fig. 4d that, in all examples (except for one) of Li garnets
discussed above for the purpose of drawing relation between MW sim
ilarity to LLZO and its effect on the processing temperature, the stabi
lized phase is cubic, which is the desired phase with high Li+
conductivity of these garnets for application as electrolytes. Further
more, Fig. 4e assures that in most instances discussed above, even for the
cases reporting processing temperatures below 1000 ◦ C, the morphology
attained is sintered pellet, which could directly be implemented into an
ASSB.
We can therefore say that the text mined data suggests doping or
replacing the C-site (Zr) is the most viable way of decreasing the pro
cessing temperature of LLZO type Li garnets without sacrificing per
formance, keeping in mind the fact that the impact of dopant levels,
stabilized phase, and final product morphology is likely to cause dif
ferences in the forming temperature as well as the Li+ conduction. Such
insights are hard to draw through manual inspection of hundreds of
articles and shows the potential for text mining in drawing pattens to
guide experimental design. We also note that the quality of the text
mined insights depends on the details of the work reported in literature
as well as on the standardized way of reporting methods and results
practiced by the community (section S5 of SI). Reporting data in a
structured and codified format in central repositories would be more
efficient. Until that is considered expected practice, text mining is a
viable strategy to pursue for learning trends from the vast literature.

of processing SSEs, which can open avenues to integrating new cathodes
into ASSBs particularly those that require careful control to form
ceramic/ceramic bonds. Future work may also lead to rapid identifica
tion of electrochemical stability windows, mass loadings, and other
performance-based metrics in next-generation ASSBs.
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